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About This Game

Farm Expert 2016 takes the player to the countryside and gives hobby farmers full control in the comfort of their home. Farm
management, cultivating fields, planting crops, animal ranching as well as buying and selling your own products and new

equipment are just a few of the game elements this State-of-the-art farm simulator offers.

Unique Game Features

Successfully manage your farm
Harvest crops and fruit
Take care of your cattle and other animals
Tons of licensed machines to use
Stunning, highly detailed graphics
Realistic game physics for more authentic machine handling
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Multiplayer co-op mode
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Title: Farm Expert 2016
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Silden
Publisher:
Ravenscourt, PlayWay Inc
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or better

Processor: Pentium Dual Core 2,2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 compatible, 1GB VRAM video adapter (hardware shader model 5).

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatble

Additional Notes: Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are NOT officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Turkish
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Took me about 30 mins just to finish the tutorial, not a huge fan of that. The tutorial wasn't the problem the game was really
slow, the character, the dialouge and the box that comes up took too long to come up. I really tried, sorry.. how can i apply this
App...? I can't find this apps option in ambition mode option.. I was very unimpressed by the weapons in this game. The devs
reuse assets from real guns in Sniper Elite 4 but the stats are now completely wrong. The Mannichler Carcano for instance, is
obviously a bolt action rifle but the one in this pack is a semi-auto. I can't understand why they put so little effort into the
weapons but still made them wrong.

Also, selling the game in pieces is some BS. "DLC" like this which is obviously just some weapons that were hacked out of the
game before launch is disgusting.. It is very worth the price.

It is very simple to pick up and learn, but still complicated enough to hold your attention. Got it to play with my older kids and it
was a perfect hit. Pretty much one of those games that anyone can get into.. This game was all sorts of broken. You couldn't
even exit the game without using the task manager. Online never once worked, as a MotoGP fan who keeps buying these
atrocities I feel taken advantage of since there is nowhere else to turn for licensed racing. Just. the . worst. ... I don't even know
why I have MotoGP 2015 downloading right now....
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Incredibly simple controls, Immensley simple gameplay, unreasonablly f&*$%ng difficult, Completely worth the 2 bux.. The
only good thing going for this game was the soundtrack.
Only had a play time of MAYBE 45 min. Most of your time is spent dealing with buggy controls. The art is alright, but mostly
just off-putting. The puzzles aren't hard at all. There is no direction for the story. Supposedly this game is meant to motivate the
player, but I just felt like I wasted my time, attention, and most importantly, my money. I'd rather spend the $10 on some crappy
DLC for another game.. Bought this expecting gay porn and free movies, but its just a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
cardgame. Disappointed.. Good job done on Dragon Truck Design Pack.

NEED: Big maps for ATS DLCs.

Truckers, in ATS, would you like big maps DLCs for ATS ?

In ETS2, they have big maps for Going East ! and Scandinavia. Truckers, do you want to drive truck across the U.S.A.?

We need big map DLCs for ATS.

THANK YOU.. Can this game infect your life?

This game got me into diseases and pandemics, I can't look at sicknesses the same way because of this game. It's really
addictive, fun, and compelling, even more with custom scenarios (though that depends on which one you're playing). I got the
iOs version after I got this one, and I will say, I'll play this version over that one anyday.

USA \/ 10
(10 \/ 10). Short! But ok for the price. 3-5 hours fun, the game is easy. It's a light version of a dungeon crawler, not as good as
"Grimrock" or "Fall of the dungeon guardians". Expect nothing special, it's just fine for the price. The battlemechanics, that you
can't dance around the enemy, is weird, but ok.

Kurz! Aber f\u00fcr den Preis geht das in Ordnung, ca. 3-5 Stunden Spielspa\u00df, das Spiel ist einfach. Es ist quasi eine
leichte Variante von "Grimrock" oder "Fall of the dungeon guardians". Erwarte nicht viel, aber es ist ok f\u00fcr f\u00fcnf Euro
im Angebot (Angebot kommt laufend). Die Kampfmechanik, dass man nicht ausweichen kann, ist eigenartig, aber auch ok..
The game is a cross between an idle clicker and a text adventure with random things happening with every choice you make.
The difference being that this game is done well enough that I highly recommend it.

Average game completion time is around 8 hours.

The music provides a fitting atmosphere for the game.

Below is a screenshot.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1649649916
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